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Abstract: Software-defined radio (SDR) research deals with a mixture of hardware and software technologies, where
RF operating parameters and components are to be set or altered by modifiable software or firmware. This paper
describes the coarse-grained reconfigurable array (CGRA) implementations of SDR architecture. This architecture is
an extension of traditional SDR in complex adaptation strategies, such as highly reliable communications and eﬃcient
utilization of the resources and spectrum upgrade, through its internal states (performance) and hardware architecture.
The proposed CGRA-based SDR implementation is based on dynamic partial reconfiguration methodology, which has
the capability of reusing the same hardware module to handle diﬀerent algorithms. This CGRA-based SDR provides
greater flexibility and adds new abilities without additional cost. Initially, the SDR system was simulated in the Agilent
SystemVue environment to analyze the error boundaries of the proposed SDR architecture. Then the SDR system
was coded in the Verilog hardware description language and implemented on top of CGRAs such as the MOLEN,
MORPHOSYS, and ADRES reconfigurable system-on-chip (SoC) architectures. These SoC architectures were installed
within the Xilinx Virtex 5 field-programmable gate array to analyze the performance of SDR architectures in terms of
area utilization, operational speed, power optimization, reconfiguration time, coprocessor execution time, preemption
support, and relocation support of the system. The performance analysis indicates that the ADRES SoC architecture
is suitable for dynamic partial reconfiguration and the MOLEN SoC architecture is more suitable for power, area, and
speed requirements and low circuit complexity compared to other architectures.
Key words: Software-defined radio, reconfigurable architecture, field-programmable gate array, system-on-chip, MOLEN,
MORPHOSYS, ADRES

1. Introduction
Reconfigurable computing provides greater flexibility in dynamic reconfiguration of computation and communication resources such as spatial computing [1]. Coarse-grained reconfigurable arrays (CGRAs) are common
examples of run-time reconfigurable systems, whereas field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are examples
of load-time configurable computing systems. RaPiD [2] and Matrix [3] are the earlier CGRAs, which are
one-dimensional and two-dimensional structures of resources such as arithmetic and logical units (ALUs), multipliers, memories, and static routing networks. The FPGA fabric is an arrangement of a group of look-up
tables (LUTs), block memories, and word-wide multipliers with tightly coupled horizontal and vertical interconnect topology [4]. A bitwise data format is used as a configuration file to specify the functionality of an
∗ Correspondence:
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FPGA. CGRAs are used in the application of digital signal processing and digital communication techniques
[5]. Hence, they are configured by multibit data words. This paper deals with an application of a modern digital
communication system called software-defined radio (SDR).
SDR is a flexible architecture that is suitable for and applicable to many radio standards. It allows
implementation of the signal processing algorithms in software instead of hardware [6]. Hence, the user-defined
programs are handling diﬀerent types of radio signals and communication protocols [7] without additional
hardware circuits. The user has the freedom to set various communication properties, such as desired frequency,
bandwidth, modulation, and data rate, simply by loading the suitable software [8]. Multimodulation (i.e.
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, OFDM) and multiantenna (i.e. multiinput-multioutput, MIMO)
techniques are used to enhance the flexibility of SDR [9]. MIMO-OFDM has grown to be the most popular
communication system in high-speed communications [10]. Here, the bandwidth is divided into many carriers
(multicarrier), and each subcarrier is modulated by a low data-rate stream [11]. This multicarrier transmission
technique is used in most modern wireless communication and cognitive radio systems [12].
This paper gives a detailed study of the implementation of the SDR architecture in popular reconfigurable
heterogeneous CGRAs, namely MORPHOSYS (Morphoing system) [13], MOLEN (polymorphic processor) [14],
and ADRES (architecture for dynamically reconfigurable embedded systems) [15]. Initially, the proposed SDR
model is designed and simulated in the Agilent SystemVue software [16]. This model is then coded in Verilog
HDL to implement on top of the CGRA-based system-on-chip (SoC) architecture. This project achieves greater
functionality with a simpler hardware design. It is possible to reduce the cost of additional features by the
dynamic partial reconfiguration (DPR) process when not all of the logic circuits are used at all times. The
circuit and function of this proposed reconfigurable system can be customized at the application level and phase
level over time. Hence, this project handles the trade-oﬀ between flexibility and performance in a proficient
way.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed SDR system model. Section 3
presents the proposed MIMO set-up of this project. Section 4 gives the various modulation techniques used in
this SDR system. Section 5 gives the simulation results of the proposed SDR model. Section 6 explains the
proposed CGRA-based SoC implementation. Section 7 presents the reconfiguration process of this proposed
CGRA design. Section 8 explains the experimental methodology of the project and analyzes the experimental
results. Section 9 concludes the paper.

2. Proposed system description
The transmitter section of the SDR architecture is shown in Figure 1. First, the analog input signal is
converted into fixed-point digital data (fixed-point constant) with 4-bit integer word length using sampling
and quantization techniques. The precision value of these output data (output precision mode) is defined by
the user. Second, the hardware-based digital modulator is used to map the amplitude, in-phase signal (I),
and quadrature-phase signal (Q) in each subcarrier. Next, the frequency converter (Fr-Co) module is used to
convert the various modulated signals, such as binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase-shift keying
(QPSK), 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), and 64-QAM into the same frequency of 9.5 MHz (i.e.
OFDM signal). Then a bandpass Chebyshev filter of 9.4 MHz with a ripple factor of 1 is used to maintain
the conditions of orthogonality in the subcarriers. Finally, the signal mixer circuit is used to combine these
data signals with carrier signals of 3.4 GHz and 7 dBm of power generated by a local oscillator unit. Here, the
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conversion gain and noise figure are assumed as 1 and 0, respectively. Then the signal is transmitted through
a 4 × 4 MIMO antenna set-up with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and multipath Rayleigh fading
channels.
Oscillator_for_Carrier_frequency
Frequency = 3390.5 MHz
Power = 7 dBm

LO
Fr-Co
Change

IQ_Mod

1

IN

Fixed_Point_Constant Hardware_based_Modulator Frequency_Converter Bandpass_Chebyshev-I Filter-I
Value = 1.0
Fcenter = 9.5 MHz
Output Fr-Co = 9.5 MHz
Output Precision Mode = User Defined
Pass Bandwidth = 9.4 MHz
Integer Wordlength = Wordlength = 4
Pass Ripple = 1

OUT

Signal_Mixer
Conversion Gain = 1
Noise Figure = 0

Figure 1. Transmitter section of SDR.

The receiver section (as shown in Figure 2) performs the reverse operation of the transmitter section. In
the receiver section, first, a bandpass Chebyshev filter of 12 MHz with a ripple factor of 1 is used to receive the
signals from 4 × 4 MIMO antenna set-ups. Second, a nonlinear preamplifier with a gain of 22.387 (10 27/20 ) is
used to reduce the eﬀects of noise and interference signals (i.e. unwanted spikes) and to maintain the process
synchronization between transmitter and receiver sections through impedance matching. Again, a bandpass
Chebyshev filter of 12 MHz with a ripple factor of 1 is used to retrieve the original data signals with the
properties of OFDM. Then a nonlinear power amplifier with a gain of 3.981 (10 12/20 ) is used to amplify the
data signals in terms of power. Finally, the received data signals are analyzed using an Agilent vector signal
analyzer (VSA). The various parameters of the proposed SDR are given in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Receiver section of SDR.
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Table 1. Design parameters of the SDR transceiver.

Configuration
Operating frequency (FS )
Modulation scheme
Coding type and coding rate
Data rate
Number of subcarriers (NSC )
Number of data subcarriers (NDS )
Number of pilot subcarriers (NP S )
OFDM symbol period (T)
Cyclic prefix (TC )
Bandwidth (BW )
Subcarrier frequency (FS )
Number of transmit antennas
Number of receive antennas
Maximum transmit power
AWGN PSD
BER
Number of pipeline stages
Pipeline latency (µs)
Packet size
Channel model

Data
200 MHz
BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM
Convolution and 3/4 coding rate
6, 12, 48, 54 Mbps
128
108
20
80 cycles (18.62 µs)
16 cycles (6.14 µs)
40.56 MHz
234.48 KHz
4
4
1W
–100 dB/Hz to 80 dB/Hz
1e-3
24
0.39
1000-byte packet length
150-ns delay spread

3. Proposed MIMO setup
Wireless communication using the MIMO technique provides greater spectral eﬃciency by dividing an available
total transmitted power into multiple spatial paths (or modes) and driving each mode with equal capacity. The
introduction of additional spatial channels and space-time coding techniques is used to achieve this high spectral
eﬃciency, with a much lower required energy per information bit [17]. In this proposed work, a 2-(bit/s)/Hz link
is used with independent modulated (BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM) sequences for each transmitted
antenna with the help of a common local oscillator called “space diversity”. Hence, a high rate signal is split into
multiple lower rate streams and transmits those streams from diﬀerent transmit antennas in the same frequency
channel, using an Agilent vector signal generator (VSG) module.
The MIMO receiver gets multiple independent faded copies of the same information symbol. This space
correlation property of the radio channel can be used to improve the reliability of the link. The diversitycombining technique is applied to combine these multiple received signals into a single improved signal. In this
work, the selection combining technique is used to select the strongest signal in terms of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) among all the received signals, as shown in Figure 3.

4. Modulation techniques for SDR
Modulation is a process by which a communication signal that contains information is combined with another
signal called the carrier signal. There will be identical performance at identical power levels. This paper
considers the basic modulation techniques used in the mobile and wireless systems. The modulation scheme
for SDR is proposed based on the best reconstructed signal quality for each average SNR. The modulation
technique is evaluated when the system is subject to noise and interference in the channel (Rayleigh multipath
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fading channel). The processing core of SDR uses a sequential block-processing approach, in which each layer
can be added or removed as required to create a flexible SDR architecture. In the receiver section, the distortion
of waveforms caused by the channel and the eﬀects of noise as well as interference in the received signal are
eliminated by the bandpass Chebyshev filter. The finite bandwidth of the channel leads to distortion in the ideal
signal. It also introduces noise from various sources, and the channel may also attenuate the input signal. Each
of the eﬀects mentioned above will aﬀect the bit error rate (BER) and SNR of the received signal. The eﬀects
of attenuation and noise can be mathematically modeled by adding AWGN. The eﬀects of finite bandwidth can
be modeled with a simple filter.
S NR
Monitor

S elect
Highes t S NR

Channel 1

Channel 2
Trans mitter

Receiver

Channel N

Figure 3. Diversity-combining technique in MIMO receiver.

In SoC implementation, the major problem is to reduce the implementation area of the decoding hardware.
The QPSK technique supports only 4 phases: 0 ◦ , 90 ◦ , 180 ◦ , and 270 ◦ . Hence, the implementation of a 45 ◦
phase diﬀerence is harder between quarter components. This can be achieved by simply rotating the signal
points of QAM by 45 ◦ clockwise. This rotation process does not aﬀect the magnitude of the signal points
and transmit power, but it provides a reasonable improvement in gain value. The QAM technique has the
ability to implement a 45 ◦ phase shift in both the transmitter and receiver [18]. It has been widely used in
adaptive modulation practices because of its eﬃciency in power and bandwidth. QAM is used to achieve a good
combination of high data rates, eﬃcient use of available bandwidth, low error rates, and rapid demodulation.
In BPSK, the transmitted signal is a sinusoid of fixed amplitude. Hence, it has one fixed phase when the data
is at one level, and an 180 ◦ phase shift at another level of data.
5. Simulation results
A simulation is a replication of the operation of a real-world process over a time duration. Initially, the simulation
process requires a model that represents the key characteristics, functions, and behaviors of a particular physical
component or system. In this work, the SDR system model is represented in a combination of circuit description
and algorithmic flow format. The behavior of a proposed SDR system is analyzed by changing variables in the
simulation process. It is a method for performance optimization to improve the gain of the proposed SDR
system under the eventual real eﬀects of alternative conditions and flow of action. In each simulation process
of the proposed SDR system, the following behaviors are analyzed in detail:
1) Spectrum of the received OFDM signal (Figure 4)
This shows the spectra of subcarriers, which are represented by a sequence of Sinc functions with alternating polarity or zero crossing points in identical spaces. Then the high-frequency band usage is achieved
using the technique of spectrum overlapping with null inter-subcarrier interference. Hence, the total power
spectrum shape is close to square.
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Range: 10 dBm

Ch1 Spectrum
0 dBm

LogMag

20 dB/div

–200 dBm
Center: 11.2 MHz
RBW: 3.71327 k Hz

Span: 35 MHz
TimeLen: 1.028571m Sec

Figure 4. OFDM spectrum.

2) Frequency response of the received OFDM channels (Figure 5)
In the frequency domain, the spectrum of subcarriers allows the signal to go through without bending or
distortion, and it does not allow any information in particular bands, which are deep fades frequencies.
This form of channel frequency response is called frequency selective fading.
Ch1OFDMEq ChFreq Resp

Range: 10 dBm

5 dB

LogMag

1 dB/div

–5 dBm
Start: –420 Carrier
RBW: 10.9375 kHz

Stop: 420 Carrier

Figure 5. OFDM-equivalent channel frequency response.

3) Error vector spectrum of the received OFDM signals (Figure 6)
The delay mismatch error (i.e. electrical cable length or traces and timing skew) occurs when the ‘I’
signal diﬀers from the ‘Q’ signal. This delay linearly increases the center subcarrier and the phase noise,
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which aﬀects the constellation diagram. This phase signal error may occur as a function of the subcarrier
number or frequency, known as an error vector spectrum. This plot shows the function of the carrier, which
represents both the RMS and the individual errors in every symbol. Hence, the outer carrier symbols have
more phase error than the inner carrier symbols.
Range: 10 dBm

Ch1 OFDM Err Vect S pectrum
50 %

LinMag

5% / div

0%
S top: 420 Carrier
TimeLen: 10 S ym

S tart: -420 Carrier
RBW: 10.9375 kHz

Figure 6. OFDM error vector spectrum.

4) Distribution of the received OFDM signals in quadrature phases (Figure 7)
Ch1 OFDMMeas

Range: 10 dBm

–3.018
RBW: 10.9375 kHz

3.0177
Time Len: 10 Sym

1.5

Cons t

300m
/ div

–1.5

Figure 7. OFDM meas trace data.

The constellation of received OFDM signals is disturbed due to the addition of a delay signal to an
original signal. An equalizer is used to correct these disturbances. Here the frequency error is expressed
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as a cumulative phase error that linearly increases or decreases with time. It has been visualized as a
spinning constellation diagram.
5) SNR vs. average BER (Figure 8)
This shows that the average BER is 10 −6 for 13, 18, 21, and 23 dB of SNR of BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM,
and 64-QAM, respectively. It also indicates that the received signal has good signal strength and that its
error rate is low.
6) SNR vs. packet error rate (Figure 9)
This shows that the average packet error probability varies between 0.1 and 0.7 for the average SNR of 15
dB. It also indicates that the received signal has low packet error rate (PER) and good signal strength.
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Figure 8. SNR vs. average BER.
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Figure 9. SNR vs. packet error probability.

6. SoC implementation
Heterogeneous CGRAs adapt the smart computing technique, which combines the flexibility of software with
standard hardware modules and is capable of high-speed data processing. FPGAs are a suitable hardware
platform for the implementation of heterogeneous CGRA compared to microprocessors, microcontrollers, and
custom hardware (i.e. application-specific integrated circuits). These CGRAs can adapt the required hardware
architecture (i.e. custom logic) during run-time by downloading a new circuit on the configurable logic block.
The traditional reconfigurable computer architecture uses diﬀerent methods of configuration, namely HDL,
electronic design automation, electronic system level, ‘C’-based language, and graphical tools such as star
bridges [19,20]. In this paper, the Verilog HDL language model is used to configure the CGRA-based SoC
architecture through Xilinx software. Here, 3 popular SoC architectures, MOLEN, MORPHOSYS, and ADRES,
are considered for real-time applications on the FPGA.
At the initial stage of the SoC implementation, the SDR architecture is partitioned into multiple modules.
This partitioning process is considered as a hypergraph treatment of the transition probability matrix-based
Markov chain process [21]. Next, this SDR architecture module is automatically mapped and scheduled on a
CGRA-based SoC structure using the hardware/software codesign and coverification techniques [22].
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6.1. MOLEN polymorphic processor
The MOLEN reconfigurable processor (Figure 10) consists of 2 major components. These are the core processor,
which is a general purpose processor, and the reconfigurable processor, which is used for special-purpose
reconfigurable applications. The data exchanges between these 2 processor units are handled by the exchange
registers. The register file unit is used as a temporary storage unit for the core processor. The user instructions
are given from the main memory unit to the arbiter unit through the instruction fetch unit. The user data are
fetched from the main memory unit to the data memory MUX/DEMUX unit through the data load/store unit.
The reconfigurable processor is further subdivided into the reconfigurable microcode unit, which is used for
handling microcode instructions, and the custom configuring unit, which consists of reconfigurable hardware,
such as the FPGA. Microcode instructions are hardware-level instructions involved in the execution of high-level
machine code instructions in the processing units of many internal logic circuits. Microcodes may be feasible
to reduce the complexity of the electronic circuitry using a set of multistep instructions.
Main Memory

Instruction
Fetch

Arbiter

Register
File

Exchange
Registers

Core
Processor

Data
Load/Store

Data Memory
MUX/DEMUX

Reconfigurable
Micro code
Unit

Custom
Configuring
Unit

Reconfigurable Processor

Figure 10. MOLEN reconfigurable processor.

The MOLEN architecture utilizes both microcode and custom-configuring hardware for high-speed applications. It considers all kinds of processor requirements, from embedded systems to supercomputers. The
execution of reconfigurable hardware (ranging from a single instruction to a piece of application code) is divided
into 2 logical phases. The reconfigurable hardware is configured in the first phase, and the fixed (or) core units
are executed in the second phase. The microcode instructions are utilized to perform both the reconfiguration
process and the execution of the core units. Here, the frequently utilized microcode resides permanently within
the fixed part of an on-chip storage facility, and the nonfrequent microcode is paged into the pageable part of
the same storage unit. Since this approach is generic, various applications can utilize the proposed processing
capabilities. The wireless transceiver model (i.e. SDR) is implemented on top of the MOLEN reconfigurable
processor using automatic mapping and scheduling processes.
6.2. Morphing system
The MORPHOSYS system is an array of tightly coupled reconfigurable cells and is closely associated with the
core processor known as the tiny reduced instruction set computing (TinyRISC) processor, which is a million
instructions per second (MIPS) processor (Figure 11). The reconfigurable cell (RC) array is composed of four
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4 × 4 cell quadrants. The TinyRISC processor monitors and controls both the general-purpose operations and
the reconfigurable cells. Each reconfigurable cell contains four 16-bit registers, a 32-bit context register, a shift
register, input/output (I/O) multiplexers, and an ALU, as shown in Figure 12. The frame buﬀer is an internal
data memory that contains 2 sets of logical groups, set 0 and set 1. The direct memory access (DMA) controller
initiates the loading of configuration bits from the main memory to the context memory and the data transfers
between the main memory and the frame buﬀer. The data operands are sent from the frame buﬀer to the RC
array by a 128-bit operand bus.

R C a rra y

Ins truc tio n
Da ta
Ca c he

TinyRISC
Co re
P ro c e s s o r

Fra me B uffe r
S et 0

S et 1

Ma in
Me mo ry
(Exte rna l
R AM)

Co lumns
DMA
Co ntro lle r

R o ws

Co nte xt
Me mo ry

Figure 11. MORPHOSYS reconfigurable processor.
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ALU - Multiplie r
32
S hift Re g is te r

Re g is te r
File

32

32

16

Output Re g is te r

To bus and Othe r RC

Figure 12. Architecture of the reconfigurable cell (RC).

MORPHOSYS is a reconfigurable single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) architecture mainly composed
of the RC array, TinyRISC processor, frame buﬀer, context memory, and DMA module. Hence, the dynamic
reconfiguration can be achieved by context updating of reconfigurable cells to implement the SDR architecture
on top of the MORPHOSYS reconfigurable processor, using the automatic mapping and scheduling process.
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6.3. ADRES system
The ADRES system is a suitable platform for dynamic and partial reconfigurable operations, due to its flexibility
and a high degree of design freedom. It is an architecture design template for dynamically reconfigurable and
statically scheduled CGRAs, as shown in Figure 13. It consists of a very long instruction word (VLIW) processor
and a group of reconfigurable resources known as the coarse-grained array (CGA), with register files (RFs),
functional units (FUs), and interconnects. The VLIW processor consists of a control unit (CU), which is
responsible for the fetch and dispatch of instructions, and which controls the switching of operating modes
between the VLIW and the CGA units. It also consists of an instruction cache memory (ICache), global
program RFs (PRF), and global data RFs (DRF) to speed up the execution process. The VLIW processor can
be executed by a single sequential logic thread for arithmetic operations, logic operations, load/store operations,
and predicate computing instructions.

DMEM
VLIW View
Ins truction Fe tch

Globa l P R F

Ins truction Dis pa tch

ICa c he

Bra nch control
Mode control
CGA & VLIW
FU

FU

FU

FU

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

FU
RF

CGA
S e c tio n

Co nfig ura tio n Me mo rie s

VLIW CU

VLIW
S e c tio n

Globa l DR F

CGA Vie w
Figure 13. ADRES SoC platform.

The CGA architecture uses the modulo-scheduling approach to run a large number of vector functional
units in simultaneous placement, routing, and scheduling subproblems in the target application. This reconfigurable array is used to accelerate the dataflow of application kernels in a highly parallel way, while the VLIW
processor executes the other portions by exploiting instruction-level parallelism (ILP). The multiplexers, buses,
and point-to-point connections are used to interconnect the FU and RF of the CGA structure. The external
memories, such as configuration memories and dynamic memory (DMEM), are used to accelerate the dynamic
reconfiguration process.
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Based on user demand applications such as SDR, the ADRES platform is capable of adopting high data
memory bandwidth. The entire SDR application is automatically mapped and scheduled by the VLIW processor
using the traditional ILP compilation techniques. The communication and synchronization task between the
VLIW processor and the CGA architecture is controlled and monitored by a VLIW processor using some special
instructions.
7. Reconfiguration process
The process of altering the structure or function of a device at run-time is called dynamic reconfiguration. The
hardware design or circuit may change in response to the demands placed upon the system at deployment time,
during execution, or between execution phases. Normally, a bit stream is used for deployment of a device or
circuit into the reconfigurable system at run-time. The dynamically reconfigurable system supports changes
in the hardware during run-time, since it has flexibility similar to that of software [23]. It may lead to better
performance and smaller system size. The coarse-grained architecture requires less configuration time and lower
potential energy compared to fine-grained architecture due to the lesser number of elements, enough to be
programmed or addressed.
DPR is a technique that allows one part of the device to be reconfigured without disturbing the active
computation of other parts. Hence, this DPR evaluation reduces the overall area constraints of a circuit by
removing potentially irrelevant hardware within the implementation [24]. At the initial stage of the DPR
process, the partial bit streams are created based on design constraints and stored in the configuration memory.
In the future, this bit stream can be compressed to ensure lower power and energy consumption.
This project uses the reconfigurable array as a processing accelerator. Here, the diﬀerent configurations,
including various components of the MIMO-OFDM transceiver architecture, can be programmed or executed
in diﬀerent phases. Hence, customization or optimization of the hardware is possible at the application level
and phase level over time.
8. Experimental methodology and analysis
At the initial stage, both the MOLEN reconfigurable processor and the SDR architecture are considered as
2 diﬀerent partitions of the SoC. The installation preferences of these partitions are given to the partition
assignment unit. Then each partition is synthesized separately by Xilinx ISE 12.2, and the synthesized results
are sent to the partition merge unit. First, the MOLEN reconfigurable processor is installed as a portion of
SoC using a partial bit-stream, and then the SDR architecture is installed within the MOLEN reconfigurable
processor using another partial bit-stream. Here, the reconfiguration observer unit detects situations where
reconfigurations need to be performed, and then it sends that information to the configuration scheduler module
through the settings and the assignment unit, as shown in Figure 14. All the synthesized partitions are merged as
a single bit-stream and that is sent to the fitter unit, which is responsible for checking user constraints, including
the floorplan, place, and route of the modules. Then the simulation process (timing analyzer) and synthesis
process (assembler) are carried out to verify the functionality of the SoC as per user-defined constraints. Finally,
the Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA (xc5vlx110t-3ﬀ1136) kit is used as a configuring platform for this dynamic and partial
reconfigurable SoC implementation through the joint test action group (JTAG) configuration port and the builtin 3.3 V I/O voltage rail. The final results are analyzed in terms of area, power, speed, reconfiguration time,
coprocessor execution time, preemption support, and relocation support [25]. Similarly, the MORPHOSYS and
ADRES reconfigurable processors are also analyzed, and the final implementation results are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3.
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Complete Design
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Assignments
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Preserve Others
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Complete Design
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Requirements
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Make Design &
Assignment Modifications

Yes
Program/Configure Device

Figure 14. The flow of dynamic and partial reconfiguration.

8.1. SoC implementation analysis
Normally, in SoC implementation, there may be a trade-oﬀ between area, speed, and power requirements. This
may be solved by the user or designer based on their applications. Here, the SDR architecture is taken as a
testing application and mapped to the CGRA architectures (Table 2).
The total requirement of implementation area for the MOLEN SoC architecture was 42.4%, whereas
ADRES SoC architecture and MORPHOSYS SoC architecture required 43.7% and 55.8%, respectively. The
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Table 2. SoC implementation.

Speed analysis

Area analysis

Resource
utilization
Resource
type

Available
(No.)

(No.)

%

Power analysis

Maximum
frequency
(MHz)

Maximum
output
Minimum Minimum
execution input arrival required
period
time before
(ns)
clock (ns)
clock
(ns)

Quiescent
power
(W)

Dynamic
power
(W)

Total
power
(W)

260.76

3.835

3.223

4.301

1.22283

0.0280

1.22563

234.52

4.264

3.718

4.935

1.22984

0.0287

1.25854

212.04

4.716

4.372

5.404

1.25061

0.0292

1.27981

MOLEN
Number of
slice registers

69120

2080

3.0

Number of
slice LUTs

69120

2848

4.1

Number of
fully used
LUT–FF
pairs

9

3

33.3

Number of
bonded IOBs

640

13

2.0

Number of
slice registers

69120

2432

3.5

Number of
slice LUTs

69120

3198

4.6

Number of
fully used
LUT–FF
pairs

9

3

33.3

Number of
bonded IOBs

640

15

2.3

Number of
slice registers

69120

2698

3.9

Number of
slice LUTs

69120

3315

4.8

Number of
fully used
9
LUT-FF pairs

4

44.4

Number of
bonded IOBs

17

2.7

ADRES

MORPHOSYS

640

requirement of total execution time (T ) was also less in the MOLEN SoC (3.835 ns) compared to the ADRES
SoC (4.264 ns) and MORPHOSYS SoC (4.716 ns) architectures. The execution period was inversely proportional
to the execution speed (f ) or frequency ( f =1/T ) of the VLSI architecture. Hence, the maximum supportive
frequency or speed was also high in the MOLEN SoC (260.76 MHz) compared to the ADRES SoC (234.52 MHz)
and MORPHOSYS SoC (212.04 MHz) architectures. The execution speed was directly proportional to the total
power consumption (P ) of the VLSI architecture. The total power consumption includes the static power (Ps )
2
and dynamic power (Pd ) of the architecture (i.e. P =Ps +(Pd = αCVDD
f )). Here, the total requirement of
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power for the MOLEN SoC was 1.22563 W, whereas ADRES SoC and MORPHOSYS SoC required 1.25854
and 1.27981 W, respectively.
These CGRA-based SoC implementation results show that the MOLEN SoC architecture has better
performance than the MORPHOSYS and ADRES SoC architectures in terms of high speed, low power, and
less requirement of circuit area.
8.2. DPR implementation analysis
The entire SoC architecture with SDR implementation was analyzed under the condition of DPR (Table 3).
Since this design consists of a higher number of advanced features that are never employed concurrently, all these
elements need not be implemented at the same time. Hence, this technique is used to maximize the resource
utilization percentile in SoC devices by configuring the features when it is needed for the application. This type
of implementation needs prior knowledge about the reconfiguration level and reconfiguration time. The DPR
implementation strongly depends on the design partitions of the architecture and the ability of the designer.
Under the conditions of DPR, the MOLEN SoC architecture required 430 ms for total system reconfiguration
and 15 ms for coprocessor execution, whereas ADRES SoC architecture required 365 ms and 12 ms, respectively,
and MORPHOSYS SoC architecture required 460 ms and 17 ms, respectively. The proposed CGRA-based SDR
architecture (MOLEN, ADRES, and MORPHOSYS) supports the preemption feature, which can temporarily
interrupt a task from being carried out by a reconfigurable system, with the intention of resuming that task
at a later time without requiring its cooperation during the DPR process. This proposed work (ADRES and
MORPHOSYS) supports the relocation or rescheduling process for various components of a system to provide
high performance in terms of power and area utilization.
Table 3. DPR implementation.

Parameters
Reconfiguration time (ms)
Coprocessor execution time (ms)
Preemption support
Relocation support

MOLEN
430
15
Yes
No

ADRES
365
12
Yes
Yes

MORPHOSYS
460
17
Yes
Yes

8.3. Experimental results
The results of the proposed work are listed below.
1. This work achieves greater functionality with a simpler hardware design [26]. It is possible to reduce the
cost of additional features by DPR process when not all of the logic is used at all times (Sections 7 and
8.2).
2. This project uses eﬃcient software management of the reconfigurable hardware against the traditional
embedded processor or microcontroller-based system [27] (Section 8.1).
3. The trade-oﬀ between the maximization of the resource utilization percentile with higher operational speed
and the minimization of the dynamic power consumption is handled in a proficient way [28] (Sections 7
and 8.2).
4. The optimization of hardware architecture is greatly achieved by the DPR process of pipelining and by
parallel processing techniques at the runtime of the system [29] (Sections 7, 8.1, and 8.2).
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5. The circuit and function of the reconfigurable system can be customized at application level and phase
level over time (Sections 7 and 8.2).

9. Conclusion
This proposed SoC-based SDR architecture supports dynamic and partial reconfigurable embedded systems.
It can utilize the same software and hardware modules for diﬀerent logics and algorithms. This paper deals
with BPSK-based, QPSK-based, 16-QAM-based, and 64-QAM-based SDR wireless communication systems.
The DPR implementation results (Section 8.2) show that this dynamic and partial reconfigurable SoC-based
SDR provides greater flexibility to add new features or modules, without the additional cost of software and
hardware using preemption and relocation techniques. This proposed system has been successfully simulated in
the Agilent SystemVue environment and reproduced in the MOLEN, MORPHOSYS, and ADRES reconfigurable
SoC models on the Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA-based development board. Its eﬃciency and performance were verified
at the software as well as the hardware level. As per the power, area, and speed requirements and low circuit
complexity (Section 8.1), the MOLEN SoC architecture is the best option for SDR realization compared to
MORPHOSYS and ADRES SoC architectures. In terms of dynamic and partial reconfiguration property
(Section 8.2), ADRES SoC architecture is the best choice for SDR realization. Therefore, the selection of a
suitable SoC architecture is a trade-oﬀ between system performance and user flexibility.
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